What is your role in voter registration?

6 Core NVRA Requirements (See Policy 480):
- Offering voter registration to all potential voters at certification, recertification, and address changes;
- Review registration forms for completeness;
- Dating the voter registration forms;
- Retaining the declinations for 24 months;
- Submitting completed registration forms to local elections offices within 5 days;
- Reporting to the Secretary of States office monthly.

What’s new?
WIC needs to:
- Offer voter registration to ALL parents and caregivers at enrollment and certification appointments;
- Offer voter registration whenever a change of address occurs, including:
  - Address changes that happen when participants are in the office for other reasons (2nd NE, voucher pick-up, mid-cert appointments, or high risk follow up)
  - Address changes that happen by phone.

How will we do that in our clinic?

After reviewing the requirements, what changes are needed in our clinic operations?